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Sting gives BSU students a once in a lifetime music lesson

BY MADISON BROWN

For most BSU students, last Thursday afternoon was just another typical day. But for one lucky student, it was then day they had been waiting for.

"I'm a little nervous," Sting said as he kept unusually trying to plug his guitar into the amp. "I played a soccer stadium in front of thousands, but in front of you guys I'm a wreck.

"I just wanted to give you guys a once in a lifetime music lesson," Sting said, while using a microphone to communicate with the audience. "I've been playing for years, but I'm always learning new things."

Sting began his performance with a song he had written specifically for BSU students. The song, titled "The Erinys" which stems from Greek mythology, "is a story about the spirits of avenging women," Sting said. "I wrote it because I wanted to give you guys something special, something you can never forget.""The Erinys" features a lot of different instruments including a harp, a flute, and a saxophone, all played by Sting himself.

Sting then went on to perform several other songs from his catalog, including "Shape of My Heart" and "All At Once." He also performed a medley of songs from The Police, a band he was a member of in the 1970s.

"I wanted to give you guys a real experience," Sting said. "I hope you enjoyed it as much as I enjoyed performing for you."
Iraq: The New President

The move inside Washington University's admissions office Monday was typical of the IRS. At 11:00 a.m., the
shredit [sic] was signed.

Inside the University's administrative office Monday was the usual IRS shred
the shredder [sic], at 11:00 a.m., the

Students began sit-in at Washington University's Center for the Study of Aging

Annette Totten, associate professor with the Center on Aging at the University of Missouri, has been named the executive director of the new Center for the Study of Aging (CSA) at Boise State University. Totten assumes new responsibilities.

The College of Health Sciences, said that establishing the Centre College of Social Sciences and Public Health Sciences, said that establishing

The statement also noted that the CSA at Boise State provides a visible

Boise State Welcomes Annette Totten as new director of the Center for the Study of Aging

Annette Totten, associate professor with the Center on Aging at the University of Missouri, has been named the executive director of the new Center for the Study of Aging (CSA) at Boise State University. Totten assumes new responsibilities.

Students begin sit-in at Washington University's admissions office Monday was the usual IRS shred...
The show is like a rock opera in time and campandi for the new generation. We are only a few years away from looking at history from a different perspective, with the younger generation leading the way. They are the ones who will shape the future. From there, he asks: "Whoever invented the bridge was beautiful," he said, "but this is the way it is now."

Tenure

"We will always look for and demand the best new information containing the best new ideas. If you have something good to share, we will support you, but if you don't, then we will make changes."

Vander Boegh wanted the audience to be clear: "I think people are really going to be shocked by what they hear," Vander Boegh said. "People don't know what they are hearing."
A fairy-tale ending, if short on glamour

By John Lahr, Jr.

On winning we do not have nearly enough fame for anyone to write a book on the subject and, on losing, we have little interest in it. From all available sources, however, no one can deny that this was a uniquely exciting game. The way the Property Rights coda of the report goes, the leadership of President Clinton and the White House decided to dispense with the tediousness of the entire process. By no later than early May, the president and the Department of Agriculture are expected to announce their final decision on the future of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the Endangered Species Committee (ESC). The president's decision is expected to be announced in the next few weeks.

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) is a law that gives the Department of the Interior authority to list species that are endangered or threatened with extinction. The act also provides for the recovery of these species and the protection of their habitats. The ESA is considered one of the most controversial environmental laws in the United States, as it has been the subject of numerous legal challenges and controversies over the years.

How to fix the Endangered Species Act

By Ted Glick, Ph.D.

"The way the Property Rights coda of the report goes, the leadership of President Clinton and the White House decided to dispense with the tediousness of the entire process. By no later than early May, the president and the Department of Agriculture are expected to announce their final decision on the future of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the Endangered Species Committee (ESC). The president's decision is expected to be announced in the next few weeks."
Spare change is the game. What was once considered a degeneration and is now second only to heroin addiction or homelessness, all can enjoy this free time activity. Standing or sitting extra bucks is the hippest creative sign, begging for a couple extra bucks is the biggest thing these days. What could be span’ging is the personal date. No one falls for that anymore. I went out to "Stranded. Need cash star in tattered clothing. In Boise, I took the opportunity to show some hospitality to the L.A. rock band The Exiles. Figuring a neo-grunge band would be down to the streets of Boise to fly two cardboard signs for oncoming traffic, so the members soon became restless and decided the band that’s signed to a major label want to spend the day out of their comfort zone. Johnny singer Scott played along at first by holding a sign. Scott eventually got grungy just for the hell of it. “I’ve never done this before, and too.” We didn’t make any money either. Johnny didn’t make any money either. Because I told them they had to wear a shirt, and they said no. They hurried around the corner, and I was dismayed. Why wouldn’t they?” “It will play on people’s emotions more. You’ll make more money that way,” I said. “Get in the gutter,” I told Scott. “No one stops to donate free money, but a few asked for autographs. Nothing was working, so I said. “I don’t want to get in the gutter.” We didn’t make any money either.” Needless to say, the band hated it. It was pointless, and after fifteen minutes I asked if I could get an encore. The Prof. singer, Incidentally, closed the music for the evening. It was a fulfilling experience and if you’ve never gotten the chance, it’s well worth it.

GHJF Club Night lights up downtown

By ERIC RUSENSCROFT Culture Writer

The next stop was The Night Club where Stigers demonstrated his versatility by singing out of the palms of his hands. It was a fulfilling experience and if you’ve never gotten the chance, it’s well worth it.

The Ramsey Lewis Trio wows even jazz-illuminated

BY ERIC RUSENSCROFT Culture Writer

The Ramsey Lewis Trio opened their set of classic jazz and into brand new arrangements. The band is composed of legendary Lewis on horns, Larry Gray on bass, and the impressive Ramsey Lewis heading the piano. The trio started their set with the lovely "Mad in the Streets" and moved into a second song that wasn’t so much melancholy as it was a contemplative sound of how music fills up a life. Larry Gray was spectacular on his drum set, before the telluric trio tore into each song.

The Ramsey Lewis Trio opened their set of classic jazz and into brand new arrangements. The band is composed of legendary Lewis on horns, Larry Gray on bass, and the impressive Ramsey Lewis heading the piano. The trio started their set with the lovely "Mad in the Streets" and moved into a second song that wasn’t so much melancholy as it was a contemplative sound of how music fills up a life. Larry Gray was spectacular on his drum set, before the telluric trio tore into each song.

The trio segued into "The Wind" that wasn’t so much melancholy as it was a contemplative sound of how music fills up a life. Larry Gray was spectacular on his drum set, before the telluric trio tore into each song.
Graduation day too boring?

Then jump out of a plane for charity

BY TRAVIS ESTEVOS
Culture Editor

The morning of May 14 Boise State students will light jump from the sky. The 400-foot height will
be the final day of a 22-day jump attempt to promote diabetes awareness. The jump attempt will begin at 8 a.m. on May 14.

The best annual Dive for Diabetes duplicates the same day as the Boise State football team attempts to travel to California, Idaho. Each year nearly
300 skydivers who sign up for the jump. Skydive will donate $10 to No Limits, a local non-profit organiza-
tion dedicated to promoting, educating, and inspiring an active, healthy lifestyle for all people with diabetes.

All NewMoon piercings include We have designs for the new
monthes.

Send your favorite graduate off with a congratulatory message!

Wooody Allen pits laughs versus tears in new film ‘Melinda’

BY ERIC RENSCROFT
Culture Editor

Comedy, tragedy, or both?

Their argument is at the center of Woody Allen’s newly written and directed film “Melinda and Melinda.” Along with two
writers of “Melinda and Melinda,” Paul Weitz and Allen, the film explores the effects of a minor change in a single statement.
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Red Sox fans – and everyone else – should enjoy new Fallon film
The wonder builds the excitement for the new season. Boise Warden from her junior varsity coaching position at a Colorado high school. Barry, discovered Warden's knack for recruiting early on and moved her into a love being on court. She loves the planning and arrival; however, the team captured its biggest win in basketball program has people wondering, those in the thick of it bring nothing but professionalism and the players, the staff itself.

Although recruitment is her strong suit, Warden is long. But the game is not the priority to Coach Warden. It began in 1992. Colorado's head coach Ceal Schwikert was thought to be a time the athlete will remember. There is a small chance he will hit the floor and chat? 

March 24 for 24, as they hit every event and tied for fourth on bars with a 9.8. On the floor, Kristal Uzelac for first with a pair of 9.9's. UCLA and Washington's star performers, the Broncos are ecstatic for Ward and Tabitoluf. "We are a team of the 2000 century." Sophomore Lind Sav Ward is headed to nationals as an individual competitor. Ward and Tabitoluf.
Boise State Wins 12 Events At NNU Invitational

The Boise State men's lacrosse team took to the field for the last time this year to take on the Western State College Broncos on Saturday. Boise State improved to 4-6 on the season.

The Broncos came out with the first five minutes of the game before the Western State Broncos took over the game. Boise State had a score of 10-6 at the end of the first quarter. After a few motivating words from head coach Brian Sanderson, the Broncos came out firing and quickly took the lead in the second quarter with a score of 17-10. Boise State scored six more times in the second half to finish the game. Boise State's leading scorer was senior Landon Stroebel with a score of 8 goals and 4 assists.

The Boise State men's lacrosse team will be back in action next season, April 20, at the Golden Bear Tournament in Berkley, Calif.

---
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Two Broncos Improve Regional Qualifying Marks

BY JAMES STEWART
Special to The Press

Two Broncos improve regional qualifying marks on their previous NCAA regional qualifying marks.

The Boise State University track and field teams put in a dominating performance at the NNU Invitational on Saturday.

Jennifer Viafore's mark ranks him 14th nationally, and one of six first place finishers on the men's side.

The track and field teams are back in action next Saturday, April 16, at the Golden Bear Tournament in Berkley, Calif.
Secondary is playing like they are second to none...
FREE ANXIETY SCREENING

Are you wasting time?

- Worrying about family, money, health
- Feeling tense and fatigued
- Having trouble sleeping
- Avoiding social situations
- Feeling down and "blue"
- Anticipating your next panic attack

Now is the time to enjoy life!

HELP IS AVAILABLE

Attend a free screening for anxiety and depressive illnesses. See a video, take a screening test, have a confidential meeting with a healthcare professional.

*ENTER TO WIN A FREE RELAXATION CD!*

Say it ain't so, Jim: That nice Fallon boy plays a Red Sox fan again

BY NANNY MILLS
New York Daily News

"Spying Fallon isn't a sports nut by any stretch. He's a dead end for the Red Sox fan in me," Fallon said. "I don't know if I'm a die-hard Sox fan. But, I am a Red Sox fan."

Fallon's father, a lifelong and passionate Red Sox fan, died six years ago. In 1991, he signed a contract for SNL, but apparently limited during high school, he was eliminated from the Uncasville High School talent show due to lack of talent. "I am not a die-hard fan."

Now is the time to enjoy life! take "ENTERTAINING A FREERELATIONCD~ Attend a free screening for anxiety and depressive illnesses. Seern video, frustration, have a confidential meeting with a healthcare professional.HELP IS AVAILAI},LE -I11UI&1 mfSI11l1!lSlTY

Just using my 'function isn't a sports nut
e/ Worrying about family, money, health
e/ Feeling tense and fatigued
e/ Having trouble sleeping
e/ Avoiding social situations

Red Sox fan on ·Saturday Night

Six years on ·SNL, "I/ was the role of the even more Sox-obsessed, starring Colin SlveBen in' the com-
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FREE APRIL 2005: a month of action &

WHY: To increase participation in public life, to
document issues important to students and to mobilize higher
education to recognize the importance of civic engagement to learning